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Abstract. We define the resource non-increasing (RNI) framework to study the dynamical

resource theory. With such a definition, we propose several potential quantification

candidates under various free operation sets. For explicit demonstrations, we quantify the

quantum dynamical coherence in the scenarios with and without post-selective measurements.

Correspondingly, we show that maximally incoherent operations (MIO) and incoherent

operations (IO) in the static coherence resource theory are free in the sense of dynamical

coherence. We also provide operational meanings for the measures by the quantum

discrimination tasks. Moreover, for the dynamical total coherence, we also present convenient

measures and give the analytic calculation for the amplitude damping channel.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, quantum features, such as quantum entanglement [1–3] and quantum discord

[4–8] are taken regarded as quantum resources and quantitatively investigated under rigorous

mathematical methods, i.e. quantum resource theories (QRTs), which has been systematically

developed since quantum coherence was formally and quantitatively studied in Ref. [9]. QRTs

are powerful approaches to investigate quantum characteristics and have deep effects on our

recognization of quantum science. Up to now, QRTs have been widely applied to other

quantum features: nonlocality [10], contextuality [11], non-Gaussianity [12] and asymmetry

[13] and so on. QRTs are usually defined by two fundamental ingredients: free states and

free quantum operations. Free states are those states without any resource and free quantum

operations are referred to as those that could not generate quantum resources if operated on

free states. In such a framework, QRTs bring new insight in studying quantum features on the

static level: measures for quantum features not only evaluate the weight of a system but also

have operational meanings corresponding to specific quantum processes. Such a framework

for static resources is quite rigorous, and could even develop a connection to different areas.

For example, in the QRTs of quantum coherence, researchers proposed multiple measures

[14–20] and operational interpretations [21–25]. It has been shown that quantum coherence

closely correlated with other quantum features like quantum entanglement [?, 2, 3], quantum

discord [4–8], quantum asymmetric [26–28] et al.

Quantum states might get evolved under dynamic processes or quantum operations.

Typically, quantum states can be viewed as some special quantum channels. Most quantum

processes can be characterized by quantum channels which are mathematically the set of

completely positive trace preserving (CPTP) maps. Corresponding to static states, quantum

channels are dynamical quantum resources in quantum science and carry much more

information than static systems. Therefore, one natural idea would be whether to investigate

dynamical channels by QRTs. In this sense, one possible way is to follow and upgrade the two

elements in static QRTs to dynamical levels, and find out what could be gotten in dynamical

resources through the QRTs. With such motivations, researchers are working on this area

and have made progresses [29–43]. Some studied the dynamical coherence via different free

channels, for example, the Choi isomorphism of classical channels is considered [29]. In

Ref. [31], the resource theory proposed free Positive-Operator-Valued Measures (POVMs)

and free detection/creation incoherence in the sense of quantum computational setting [32].

In addition, the dynamical entanglement has been considered in Ref. [34], and a quantitative

relationship between the dynamical coherence and the dynamical entanglement are introduced

in Ref. [35].

In dynamical QRTs, the two ingredients are free operations and free superoperations

(completely CP and TP preserving maps). The free operations are those without expected

quantum features, and free superoperations are defined as those that could not map a free

operation to a resourceful operation. However, one would find that the definitions of free

superoperation sets depend on the physical considerations. Even for the same quantum

feature, the free sets are not unique. Another tough problem is how to measure dynamical
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quantum features. Due to the diversity of channel representations, the analytical solutions

rarely exist, thus measures are usually given in numerical results. Moreover, realizations of

superoperations are not unique either. To sum up, dynamical QRTs are developing in different

directions, which leads to various QRTs.

In this paper, we direct a new path to define the free operation sets for quantum

dynamical resources. We call it resource non-increasing (RNI) frameworks, in which the

free channel won’t increase the resourcefulness of the input states. It will be shown that our

RNI mindset provides a straight comprehension for dynamical free and meanwhile guarantee

RNI framework has no conflict with the well-defined RNG framework. We also refer to

static resource theories and design appropriate superoperations for dynamical QRTs. The

free dynamical sets in the RNI frameworks are fairly pellucid. We present several potential

quantifications of dynamical resources under different free operation sets. To investigate

the dynamical coherence, we demonstrate that maximally incoherent operations (MIO) and

incoherent operations (IO) in the static coherence resource theory are free in the sense of

dynamical coherence. In this sense, we give the corresponding measure of the quantum

dynamical coherence in the case with and without post-selective measurements. Semidefinite

programming (SDP) is also applied to quantify dynamical coherence without post selective

measurements. In addition, we also study the quantification of the dynamical total coherence,

for which an analytic calculation is given for the amplitude dumpling channel. We organize

the remaining parts of this paper as follows. In Sec. II, we review the dynamical QRTs,

propose our RNI framework and present several alternative quantifications. In Sec. III, we

establish dynamical QRTs for quantum coherence in different scenarios. We illustrate the

operational meanings of measures in quantum discrimination tasks. In Sec. IV, we investigate

the dynamical total coherence and give an analytic calculation as an example. We summarize

the paper in Sec. V.

2. Resource theory of quantum channels

RNI framework has a direct definition of the free dynamical set, i.e. the free operations could

not increase any quantum static resource for arbitrary static input. Therefore, to demonstrate

the RNI frameworks, we need the unambiguous definitions of static resource measures first.

As mentioned previously, for static resource theory, the free states are those without any

resource, and the set of free states are denoted by F. The free operations with its Kraus

operators {Ki} are defined by KiδK
†
i
∈ F for any free state δ. Thus a valid static resource

measure can be given as follows.

Proposition 1.- A static resource measureM for some certain quantum resourceR should

fulfill (i) Faithfulness: M ≥ 0 and vanishes for free states; (iia) Strong monotonicity: the

average resource under selective free operations can not be increased; (iib) Monotonicity: the

resource of the state after free operations can not be increased; (iii) Convexity: mixing states

would not increase their resourcefulness. These constraints are widely applied in measuring

entanglement, coherence et al [9].

It is known to all that the strong monotonicity combined with the convexity would lead
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to the general monotonicity. The measures that fulfill the strong monotonicity imply that such

quantum channels are post-selective measurements allowed. These selective measurements

exist in a scenario that the results are accessible with post-selective operations. With the

static resource measure, we can present our free operations in the RNI framework (RNI-free

operations).

Theorem. 2- RNI-free operations in the dynamical resource theory are consistent with

the free operations in the static resource theory.

Proof.- Based on the idea of the RNI framework, the RNI-free operations

E(·) = ∑i Ki · K
†
i

with respect to a valid static resource measure M is defined as∑
n Tr((KiρK

†
i
))M(KiρK

†
i
/Tr((KiρK

†
i
)) ≤ M(ρ) for any density matrix ρ. If ρ ∈ F, due to

the faithfulness of static measures, M(ρ) = 0, so M(KiρK
†
i
/Tr((KiρK

†
i
)) = 0, which is

consistent with the definition of free operations in the static resource theory. On the contrary, if

E(·) = ∑i Ki ·K†i is the static free operations, based on the strong monotonicity, the mentioned

definition for the RNI-free operations is also satisfied. �

Note that if a quantum channel is considered in a black-box scenario, which means

the measurement is non-selective, one can only require monotonicity in a non-increasing

framework, i.e. M(E(ρ)) ≤ M(ρ). This corresponds to the RNI framework in the sense

of monotonicity. Similarly, the free operations can also be naturally defined subject to

monotonicity, which will be directly used later and won’t be explicitly elucidated here.

Another ingredient in dynamical QRTs is the free superoperations. Similar to the static

resource theory, the free superoperation has a primal constraint that maps a free operation to

free operation. Besides, we stress that the construction of superoperations should not contain

certain resourceful ingredients. Now we propose our free superoperations with the following

structure.

Definition. 3- A superoperation represented by Kraus operators {Fn} is free if and only if

Fn[N] can be written into the sequence as

Fn[N] = E
in ,Φ

jn
n
, · · · ,E

i2,Φ
j2
2

E
i1,Φ

j1
1

, (1)

where E
in,Φ

jn
n

denotes the jnth Kraus element of the superoperation {E
in,Φ

jn
n
} with the

corresponding free operation {Φ jn
n } and

E
in=0,Φ

jn
n

[N] = Tr[N],

E
in=1,Φ

jn
n

[N] = Φ jn
n ◦ N ,Ein=2,Φ

jn
n

[N] = Φ jn
n ⊗N ,

E
in=3,Φ

jn
n

[N] = N ◦Φ jn
n ,Ein=4,Φ

jn
n

[N] = N ⊗Φ jn
n . (2)

The above definition implies the tensor product structure is automatically satisfied

if one replaces Φ
jn
n by identity operator 1. Furthermore, it is not difficult to find that

our superoperations would be free for every single Kraus operator. Combing the two

characteristics one can conclude that our superoperations are separately (every Kraus operator

free) and completely (tensor product structure) free. Hence, our free superoperations meet the

requirement of our motivation. With the two ingredients defined, we can define the measure

of RNI dynamical resource as follows.
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Definition 4.- A measure T (·) quantifying dynamical resourcefulness of arbitrary

quantum channelN is a qualified measure if the following are satisfied.

(1) Faithfulness : T (N) ≥ 0,where equality holds iffN is free;

(2) Monotonicity or strong monotonicity : T (N) ≥ T (F[N])

or T (N) ≥
∑

n

pnT (Nn) for free superoperations

F =
∑

n

pnFn withNn = Fn[N] and
∑

n

pn = 1,

(3) Convexity : T (N) is convex.

The strong monotonicity is an operational constraint where the measures obey the

monotonicity under selective measurements. Our free superoperations allow us to read

out information of the post states. However, if one could not have enough information

about the resourceful superoperation (such as a black box in some practical scenarios

mentioned previously), it is enough to consider the monotonicity, even though in a QRT strong

monotonicity is required. Our free superoperations can also be explicitly given in the sense of

quantum computational settings, which is similar to Ref. [44].

Up to now, we have well established the fundamental requirements for a dynamical

resource measure in the RNI framework. Thus in the following, we present two natural

quantification approaches, one is based on the distance from the free operation set, the other

is directly based on the violation of the definition of free operations.

Definition. 5- Dynamical resource of the channel N(·) = ∑i Ki · K†i can be measured by

the minimal distance from the free set S with appropriate distance functions || · ||⋆ as

T (N) = min
F ∈S
||N − F ||⋆, (3)

or by the magnitude of the violation of the free operation as

T̃ (N) = max{∆M⋆(N), 0}, (4)

with ∆M⋆(N) = maxρ
∑

i Tr[KiρK
†
i
]M
(
KiρK

†
i
/Tr[KiρK

†
i

)
where ⋆ denotes the proper

distance functions in Eq. (3) or static resource measure in Eq. (10) such that both T (N)

or T̃ (N) satisfies definition 4.

Finally, we’d like to emphasize that the dynamical resource in the RNI framework makes

sense for the quantum channel with given Kraus operators since our definitions are based on

the strong monotonicity. Of course, one can consider the channel without post-selection in

the sense of monotonicity.

3. Dynamical quantum coherence in resource non-increasing framework

Now we will consider the dynamical resource theory of coherence in the RNI framework.

Since we have shown that the RNI-free operations are the same as free operations in the static
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resource theory, the RNI-incoherent operations in the dynamical resource theory naturally

correspond to the incoherent operations in the static coherence quantification. As mentioned

in the previous section, the RNI dynamical resource theory can be considered in the sense of

both strong monotonicity and monotonicity. One can find that the free operations subject to

the dynamical coherence are separately the incoherent operations (IO) and the maximally

incoherent operations (MIO). Thus, we will directly employ the proposed approaches to

quantify the dynamical coherence based on definition 5.

Theorem 6.- Let the free operation set denote by IO and MIO corresponding to the RNI

coherence with and without post-selection scenarios, the dynamical coherence for a quantum

channel N can be measured by

T1/⋄(N) = min
F∈IO/MIO

||N − F ||1/⋄, (5)

where the induced trace norm and the diamond norm are defined as

||Φ||1 = max{||Φ(X)||1 : X ∈ L(X), ||X||1 ≤ 1}, (6)

||ΦA→B||⋄ = ||ΦA→B ⊗ 1C||1. (7)

Proof.- Firstly, T1/⋄(N) vanishes for free operations since it is defined by the minimal

distance. For the convexity, let’s consider a channel N mixed by a set Nm with probabilities

qm and denote the corresponding optimal free operation in set IO/MIO by Fm, the average

coherence is

∑

m

qmT1/⋄(Nm) =
∑

m

qm||Nm − Fm||1/⋄

≥ ||
∑

m

qmNm −
∑

m

qmFm||1/⋄ ≥ ||N − F ||1/⋄

= T1/⋄(N). (8)

For the strong monotonicity, let’s consider the free superchannel F =
∑

m pmFm given in

Eq.(1). One can denote T1/⋄(Fm[N]) = T1/⋄(Nm). Since the induced trace norm is sub-

multiplicative and sub-multiplicative with respect to tensor prouduct, which indicates that

T1/⋄(Nm) ≤ T1/⋄(N) for every single Kraus operatore in free superchannels. Thus, the strong

monotinicity holds by the following inequality

∑

m

pmT1/⋄(Nm) ≤
∑

m

pmT1/⋄(N) = T1/⋄(N). (9)

Finally one can directly obtain the monotonicity based on the strong monotonicity and

convexity.

Let T1/⋄,non denotes T1/⋄ without post-selective measurements. It is shown that T1/⋄,non

have a direct operational meaning in the quantum channels discrimination task and can be

calculated by semidefinite programming (SDP). We will illustrate the details in the appendix.
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Besides the distance measures, one can also employ the maximal violation in definition

5 to define the dynamical coherence as follows.

Theorem 7.- Given a quantum channel N(·) = ∑n Kn · K†n , the dynamical coherence can

be well quantified by

T̃ (N) = max{∆Mnp/p(N), 0}, (10)

whereD denotes the set of all density matrices in the space, and

∆Mnp(N) = max
ρ∈D
C(N(ρ)) − C(ρ) (11)

without post-selective measurements,

∆Mp(N) = max
ρ∈D

∑

n

pnC(ρn) − C(ρ). (12)

with post-selective measurements. Here pn = Tr((KnρK
†
n)) and ρn = KnρK

†
n/pn.

Proof.- At first, the definition of free operations in either scenario directly implies

T̃ (N) ≥ 0 which is saturated if and only ifN ⊂ IO/MIO.

For the strong monotonicity, one will have to consider definition 3 in detail, which

shows free superoperations can be written as F(N) =
∑

m qmFm(N) =
∑

m qmNm. From the

following, one can find that every Fm implies T̃ (Nm) ≤ T̃ (N), which immmediately leads to∑
m pmT̃ (Nm) ≤ ∑m pmT̃ (N) = T̃ (N). (i) Discarding the system with Ein=0 makes a free state;

(ii) Attatching ancilla by Ein=2,4 meansN(ρ) = TrA[(ΘA⊗N)(σA⊗ρ)] = TrA[ΘA(σA)⊗N(ρ)] =

1 · N(ρ) ; (iii) Linking a free operation by Ein=1 corresponds to C(Θ ◦ N(ρ)) ≤ C(N(ρ)) for

any state ρ ∈ D and any free channel Θ due to the monotonicity of static measures C; (iv)

Linking a free operation for Ein=3 can be verified as

T̃ (N ◦ Θ) = max
ρ

∑

n

pnC(
KnρΘK

†
n

pn

) − C(ρ)

≤ max
ρ

∑

n

pnC(
KnρΘK

†
n

pn

) − C(ρΘ)

≤ max
ρ

∑

n

pnC(
KnρK

†
n

pn

) − C(ρ)

= T̃ (N), (13)

where Θ represents any free channel and ρΘ = Θ(ρ) is the post state operated by the

free channel. The first inequality comes from the monotonicity of static measures, i.e.,

C(ρΘ) ≤ C(ρ) and the second holds since the maximum overall the density matrix spaces

is definitely not less than the maximum overall the subspace. Eq. (13) mainly focuses on

∆Mp(N). A similar proof can be easily obtained for ∆Mnp(N) (not given here). So (i)∼ (iv)

prove the strong monotonicity.

For the convexity, let’s first prove the scenario with post-seletive measurements.

Consider the dynamical coherence of mixing a set of channels {Ni} with probabilities {qi}.
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Let a state ρ undergo channel Ni with its Kraus operator Kin , the post-measurement state is

denoted by σi,n = KinρK
†
in

, then we have

T̃ (
∑

i

qiNi) = max
ρ∈D

∑

i,n

qiTr(σi,n)C(
σi,n

Tr(σi,n)
) − C(ρ) (14)

=
∑

i,n

qiTr(σ0
i,n)C(

σ0
i,n

Tr(σ0
i,n

)
) − C(ρ0) (15)

≤
∑

i,n

qiTr(σi
i,n)C(

σi
i,n

Tr(σi
i,n

)
) − C(ρi) (16)

=
∑

i,n

qi max
ρi∈D

pi
nC(ρi

n) − C(ρi) =
∑

i

qiT̃ (Ni), (17)

where the superscript on σ0
i,n

denotes the optimal state of the maximum in the sense of Eq.

(14) and σi
i,n

is the optimal one for N〉.
In the case without post-selection, for the mixed channel

∑
i qiNi, we have

T̃ (
∑

i

qiNi) = max
ρ∈D
C(
∑

i

qiNi(ρ)) − C(ρ) (18)

= C(
∑

i

qiNi(σ)) − C(σ) (19)

≤
∑

i

qiC(Ni(σ)) − C(σ) (20)

≤
∑

i

qi max
ρi∈D
C(Ni(ρi)) − C(ρi) =

∑

i

qiT̃ (Ni), (21)

where σ denotes the optimal state for the mixed channel
∑

i qiNi, and the inequality Eq. (19)

comes from the convexity for static measures.

Up to now, we have proved the convexity, which will directly lead to the monotonicity

associated with the strong monotonicity. �

The dynamical coherence in Eq. (11) has a similar form with cohering power in Ref. [45],

but our maximum is taken over all the density matrices rather than incoherent states. The MIO

set was proposed as the maximal set of free operations in the static QRT, and here we show

that the free set of RNI with the non-selective measurements is exactly the MIO. The RNI free

set subject to MIO can provide a new operational interpretation to the RNG framework. In

this sense, one can find an alternative dynamical coherence measure assisted by the dephasing

channel ∆(·) = ∑i〈i| · | i〉|i〉〈i| as follows.

Theorem 8.- Given a quantum channel N(·) = ∑n Kn · K
†
n , the dynamical coherence

without post measurements can be quantified by

Ta,non(N) = min
F∈MIO,δ∈I

||(N − F )δ||1 (22)

= min
F∈MIO

||(N − F )∆||1. (23)

Proof.- (1) The distance functions guarantee Ta,non can faithfully detect dynamical

coherence. (2) The convexity holds because of the absolute homogeneity and the triangle
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inequality. Considering two quantum channelsN andM such that Ta,non(N) = ||N −F1||1 and

Ta,non(M) = ||M − F2||1, for any 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, one can find

Ta(tN + (1 − t)M) = min
F ∈MIO

||(tN + (1 − t)M−F )∆||1 (24)

≤ ||(tN + (1 − t)M)∆ − (tF1 + (1 − t)F2)∆||1
= ||t(N∆ − F1∆) + (1 − t)(M∆ − F2∆)||1
≤ t||(N − F1)∆||1 + (1 − t)||(M−F2)∆||1
= tTa(N) + (1 − t)Ta(tM),

which is the convexity. (3) The strong monotonicity T (N) ≥ ∑i qiT (Ni) can be proved by
∑

i

qiTa(Ni) =
∑

i

qi min
Fi∈MIO

||(Ni − Fi)∆||1 (25)

=
∑

i

qi||(Ni − F ∗i )∆||1 (26)

≤
∑

i

qi min
X∈MIO

||(Fi − Fi(X))∆||1 (27)

≤ min
X∈MIO

||(N − X)∆||1 = Ta(N), (28)

in which Ni = Fi(N) and Fi are Kraus operators of superoperation F, F ∗ represents the

channel achieving the minimum, inequality (27) holds for that Fi(X) couldn’t be the optimal,

and inequality (28) is valid due to the sub-multiplicativity. (4) The strong monotonicity

combined with convexity leads to monotonicity. �

Ta,non is a success probability in channel discrimination tasks if the participant allows the

specific free dephasing operation or the incoherent states. This numerical result is very close

to the one studied in Ref. [44], where the authors analyzed detection-incoherent settings.

Since the MIO is the maximal free set in static QRTs of coherence, constraints (such as

applying a dephasing channel) would definitely shrink the free set (to dephasing incoherent

channels).

4. Dynamical total coherence in the RNI framework

Quantum total coherence is one type of basis-independent coherence of which the static QRT

was studied in Ref. [46]. Similarly, it can also be investigated in the sense of dynamical

resource theory, i.e., the dynamical total coherence of a channel. In Ref. [46], it is explicitly

given that the free operations with post-selective measurements are the mixed unitary channels

defined as U(·) = ∑x qxUx(·)U†x with unitary U and
∑

x qx = 1, and the free operations

without post-selective measurements are the unital channels given by A(·) = ∑x Ax(·)A†x
with

∑
x Ax(·)A†x = I. Following the above section, for a given quantum channel N one

can straightforwardly get the corresponding measures of the dynamical total coherence by

replacing the set ’IO/MIO’ in Theorem 6 and replacing the static coherence measureM by

a proper total coherence measure. One can also easily show that these measures satisfy the

necessary conditions for a valid dynamic resource theory.
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Considering the computability, we’d like to mention that the static total coherence

measure based on the l2 norm is a good measure. In this sense, an explicit measure of the

dynamical total coherence can be raised similar to theorem 7 as follows.

Theorem 9.- For a quantum channel N with Kraus operators {Kn}, the dynamical total

coherence in the RNI framework can be quantified as

T̃l2 ({Kn}) = max{max
ρ

∑

n

pnTr[ρ2
n] − Tr[ρ2], 0} (29)

with post-selective measurements, and

T̃l2(N) = max{max
ρ

Tr[
∑

n

pnρn]2 − Tr[ρ2], 0} (30)

without post-selective measurements, where ρn =
KnρK

†
n

pn
and pn = Tr(KnρK

†
n).

Proof.-Since the static total coherence based on l2 norm is a qualified measure (i.e. satisfy

all constraints for measures including the monotonicity and the strong monotonicity) [47], this

theorem can entirely be understood as an explicit example of theorem 7. �

As demonstrations, we consider the dynamical coherence of amplitude damping channels

which characterize the energy dissipation in the quantum process. With a given dissipation

rate η, the Kraus operators of this channel can be given as [48]

K0 =

[
1 0

0
√

1 − η

]
, K1 =

[
0
√
η

0 0

]
. (31)

Given a density matrix in Bloch representaion

ρ =
1

2

[
1 + z x − iy

x + iy 1 − z

]
, (32)

where the parameters x, y and z are subject to x2 + y2 + z2 ≤ 1, the dynamical coherence

measured by T̃l2({Kn}) with Eq. (29) reads

T̃l2 ({Kn}) = max{max
x,y,z

(1 + z)2 + (1 − η)2(1 − z)2 + 2(1 − η)(x2 + y2)

2(2 − η + ηz)

+
η(1 − z)

2
− 1 + x2 + y2 + z2

2
, 0} (33)

To maximize T̃l2 ({Kn}, we would like to apply the method of residual Multipliers:

L(x, y, z, λ) = f (x, y, z) + λ(x2 + y2 + z2 − 1), (34)

where f (x, y, z) is the main part (ignore the maximize) of Eq.(33) and the residual part is the

qubit constraint. The maximum of f (x, y, z) can be obtained when the partial derivatives for all

parameters equal zero and the inequality constraint holds for the equality. Thus, we conclude

the following equations:
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Figure 1. The dynamical total coherence by T̃2 versus η.



∂L
∂x
=

2(1 − η)x

2 − η + ηz − x + 2λx = 0,

∂L
∂y
=

2(1 − η)y
2 − η + ηz − y + 2λy = 0,

∂L
∂z
= −2ηz3 + (2η − 6)z2 + (2η = 4)z − 2η + 2 = 0,

λ(x2 + y2 + z2 − 1) = 0.

(35)

It should be noted that for any x2+y2+ z2 = 1, f (x, y, z) = 0, which implies that the maximum

lies within the feasible region. Thus, we have the optimal solution for Eq. (35) as:


λ = x = y = 0,

z =
2η+
√

9−8η−3

2η
.

(36)

Thus the analytic total coherence measure for amplitude damping channels is given by

T̃l2({Kn}) =
9
(√

9 − 8η − 3
)
− 4η

(
2η + 2

√
9 − 8η − 9

)

4η2
. (37)

For the situation without post-selective measurements, the dynamical total coherence

coherence Eq. (30) is

T̃2(N) = max{
3∑

i=1

ξ2
i
ã2

i

2(1 − ξ2
i
))
+

a2
i

2
, 0}, (38)

where ai =
1
2
TrN(σi), Mi j =

1
2
TrσiN(σ j), and ξi is the singular value of the matrix M,

|ã〉 = UT |a〉 with U determined by the singular value decomposition M = UΛVT [49]. In

Fig. 1 we compare the dynamical total coherence of amplitude damping channels with

or without post-selective measurement. It is clear that the dynamical coherence with post-

selective measurements is larger than that post-selective measurements.
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5. Conclusion and discussion

Quantum channels are dynamical resources that contain more information than static states.

Investigating dynamical resources in QRTs has a pre-request that identifies the free sets

in different physical backgrounds. In this paper, we introduce a framework in the sense

of resource non-increasing. We introduce the free operation sets with and without post

selective measurements. It should be understood that the range of the RNI framework does

not exceed the well-defined resource non-generating (RNG) framework, but it gives a new

sight to determine the free set under different scenarios. We design free super-operations

with fundamental ingredients and give some measures to quantify dynamical resources. As

a demonstration, we quantify dynamical (total) coherence in our frameworks. MIO and IO

are free (incoherent) operations corresponding to the case without and with post selective

measurements, respectively. The operational meanings in quantum tasks are also given for

the dynamical coherence. In particular, the analytical calculation is given for the dynamical

coherence of the amplitude damping channel, and the semidefinite programming is provided

for dynamical coherence without post selective measurements.
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Appendix A. Operational meaning of T⋄,non

We first demonstrate the operational meaning for T⋄,non in channel discrimination tasks

[50–53]. In such a task, Bob wants to distinguish two channels with allowed operations.

Another participant Alice prepares a probabilistic state in classic register Z. The classic

register will be state 0 with probability λ and state 1 with probability 1 − λ. Alice read

out the state 0 or 1 in register Z, then sent an initial state (which is prepared in arbitrary

register X) through quantum channels N1 and N2 respectively, and the final state (ρ1 and ρ2)

was sent to Bob in register Y. Bob has to determine the final state had experienced which

quantum channel. And Bob tries best to improve his successful probability by maximize
1
2
||λρ1 − (1 − λ)ρ2||.

We set λ = 1
2

for a better illustration. Meanwhile, with practical consideration, Bob

is allowed to hold an auxiliary register R and manipulate some operations ΨAR. In a non-

selective scenario, Bob can only rely on the information located in register Y. Now, Bob, has

a successful probability [44, 54] as

Prob(N1,N2) =
1

2
+

1

4
max
ΨAR,σAR

||ΨAR(N1 − N2)A ⊗ 1RσAR||1, (A.1)

whereσAR denotes the bipartite final state in registers Y and R. And the allowed manipulations

ΨAR can be determined by Bob if are applied or not. If Bob holds the free set MIO and we
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minimize the diamond norm between resource channel N1 and N2 ∈ MIO, then we will find

that

T⋄ (N1) = min
NA

2
∈MIO
||NA

1 −NA
2 ||⋄

≥ min
NA

2
∈MIO

max
F AR∈MIO

||F AR(N1 − N2)A||⋄ (A.2)

= min
NA

2
∈MIO

max
F AR∈MIO

||F AR(N1 − N2)A ⊗ 1R||1

= min
NA

2
∈MIO

max
F AR∈MIO,P

max
σAR

Tr[PF AR(N1 − N2)A ⊗ 1ARσAR] (A.3)

= min
NA

2
∈MIO

max
F AR∈MIO,σAR

||F (N1 − N2)A ⊗ 1ARσAR||1

(A.4)

where (A.2) originates from the monotonicity of dynamical measures. (A.3) is an alternative

definition for the trace norm ‖·‖ = maxP Tr[P(·)] where P denotes projective operators. Since

any projective operators are in the set of MIO, thus we have (A.4).

Comparing (A.4) with (A.1), one can easily see that in such a scenario the probability is

exactly given by

Prob(N1,N2) =
1

2
+

1

4
T⋄,non (N1) , (A.5)

since the maximum can be reached at least when Bob do an identity operation ( which belongs

to MIO, i.e. a free operation). Hence, the boundary gives the operational meaning to T⋄,non.

Furthermore, if Bob doesn’t hold the ancilla reference R, one will directly derive an

operational meaning for T1,non based on Eq. (A.5).

Appendix B. Semidefinite programming for T⋄,non

A quantum channel N has its Choi representation (sometimes called Choi-Jamiolkowski

isomorphism) [55, 56] as

J(N) = 1 ⊗ N(φ+), (B.1)

where φ+ is unnormalized maximally entangled state φ+ =
∑

i j |i〉〈 j| ⊗ |i〉〈 j|. Its dynamical

coherence can be measured by

T⋄(N) = min
F∈FREE

||N − F ||⋄ (B.2)

Under the RNI and non-selective background, the free set is MIO. Thus, the dynamical

coherence measure

T⋄,non(N) = min
F ∈MIO

||N − F ||⋄ (B.3)
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and evaluated by semidefinite programming (with polynomial algorithms [57]). According to

its definition, diamond norm for operator ||N − F ||⋄ has its primal problem

Primal (B.4)

minimize 2||TrB(Z)||∞
s.t. Z ≥ J(N − F )

Z ≥ 0.

Then T⋄,non(N) is the optimal value of

minimize : 2||TrB(Z)||∞ (B.5)

s.t. Z ≥ J(N − F )

Z ≥ 0

F ∈ MIO.

Applying constraints on F and Choi representation properties for MIO, the primal

problem becomes:

minimize : 2||Tr(Z)||∞ (B.6)

s.t. Z ≥ J(N) − M

Z ≥ 0

M ≥ 0

TrB(M) = 1A

TrA(M) − ∆TrA(M) = 0.

which equals to

minimize : a (B.7)

s.t. a ≥ 0

1A · a − 2TrB(Z) ≥ 0

Z ≥ J(N) − M

Z ≥ 0

M ≥ 0

TrB(M) = 1A

TrA(M) − ∆TrA(M) = 0.

The Lagrangian of the primal problem is given by:

L(a, Z,M, X̃, X, Y1, Y2) = a + Tr[(2TrB(Z) − a1A)X̃] (B.8)

+Tr[(J(N) − M − Z)X] + Tr[(TrAM − ∆TrAM)Y1]

+Tr[(TrBM − 1A)Y2]
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and its dual function (see more details for prime and dual problems in Ref. [58]) is

q(X̃, X, Y1, Y2) = inf
a,Z,M
L(a, Z,M, X̃, X, Y1, Y2)

= inf
a,Z,M

Tr[J(N)] − Tr[Y2] + a[1 − Tr(X̃)]

+ Tr[(2 · X̃ ⊗ 1B − X)Z] + Tr[(1A ⊗ Y1 − 1A ⊗ ∆Y1 + Y2 ⊗ 1B − X)M].

The dual function has value Tr[J(N)X] − Tr[Y2] if X̃ ≤ 1 ∧ 2 · X̃ ⊗ 1B − X ≥ 0 ∧ 1A ⊗ Y1 −
1 ⊗ ∆Y1 + Y2 ⊗ 1B − X ≥ 0 and −∞ in other cases.

Thus, the dual problem is to maximize Tr[J(N)X] − Tr[Y2] with constraints for

X̃, X, Y1, Y2. To make the constraint clear and easy reading, we simplify the four constraints:

(1-2) X̃ is nonnegative and trace less than one; (3) X ≥ 0; (4) 2 · X̃ ⊗ 1B − X to one constraint

as X ≤ 2 · ρ ⊗ 1B which ρ is a density matrix . Then we can construct a X̃
′

:= 1

TrX̃
X̃ is trace

one, positive semidefinite and will keep 2 · X̃′ ⊗ 1B − X positive semidefinite for all X satisfy

2X̃ ⊗ 1B − X ≥ 0. Hence, the dual problem is

Dual (B.9)

maximize Tr[J(N)X] − Tr[Y2]

s.t. X ≤ 2 · ρ ⊗ 1B : ρ is density matrix

1A ⊗ Y1 − 1 ⊗ ∆Y1 + Y2 ⊗ 1B − X ≥ 0

X ≥ 0

Y1 = Y
†
1

Y2 = Y
†
2
.

In the end, we have to show that the primal and the dual problem reaches the same

optimal value, that is the strong duality holds in this programming. The strong duality

obtains if the Slater condition [59] holds: there exists some Z∗ and W∗ satisfy all the equality

constraints in primal problem and all the inequality constraints strictly hold. It is easy to find

that the Slater condition holds when

Z∗ = 1A ⊗ 1B + J(N) (B.10)

M∗ =
1

|B|1A ⊗ 1B.

and the strong duality would promise the optimal value can be reached.

Example. The quantum channel K has two Kraus operators:

K0 =

[
0.2096 −0.3956

−0.2564 −0.3719

]
, (B.11)

K1 =

[
−0.6197 0.6418

−0.7116 −0.5415

]
. (B.12)

By solving SDP in software CVX [60], this quantum channel has total coherence as

+0.186758.
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